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   SKU CONNECT-22

    CONNECT-22        Your Customization
     [image: CONNECT-22 monitor mount with single central stand with two beams mounted vertically supporting a total of four monitors inwardly oriented]                Connect-22 Dual Tier Quad Monitor Stand  In stock
         Add to Quote          From  $669.47   
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        Connect-22 Dual Tier Quad Monitor Stand
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             Column    Available Options


Static   +   $669.47    Quantity 




        Optional Mount Kit      The Connect comes with a through desk mount. Other mount kits are optional.
   Available Options


Clamp Mount   +   $98.78    Quantity 
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        Description
     PREMIUM SCALABLE STAND FOR FOUR MONITORS

	Connect-22 is our popular highly adjustable stand for holding 4 monitors in a square configuration each up to 28.5” wide (flat alignment)
	When monitors are curved inward, the max width is approximately 27”
	Top quality components offer maximum flexibility in monitor positioning
	Offered with thru-desk or clamp mounting options
	Smart, clutter-free cable management
	Modular, scalable design allows upgrading to six or eight monitors with maximal reuse


The CONNECT-22 is a dual-tier stand designed to handle four monitors each measuring 28.5 inches wide and weighing as much as 30 pounds each. Two, sturdy, functional horizontal beams can be mounted at any height along the 33 inch tall central column. The four monitors are installed on premium articulating VESA mounts which can be located anywhere along the beams. These tilter mechanisms provide instant landscape/portrait orientation adjustment, as well as full swivel and tilt capability. The wire management system resides along the column and the beams and ensures clutter-free cable routing. The stand is attached to the work surface via either a thru-desk or a clamp mount assembly.

The CONNECT system is highly modular and can scale from 2 to 8 monitors, including some asymmetrical configurations, all the while reusing the original parts of the mounting system. The flexibility inherent in this design philosophy makes the CONNECT the smart choice for those who anticipate that their computing needs will evolve over time.




	Connect-22 Shipping Weights and Dimensions
	Static Column	39 lb, 41"x15"x15"
	Clamp Mount	7 lb


 


  Specifications
    		Mount Type
	Quad Monitor Desktop Stand

	Number of Monitors
	
4

	Mounting
	
Through Desk Mount Clamp Mount Rail Mount

	Weight Range
	up to 30 lbs per monitor

	Monitor Horizontal Reach
	8.5" mount to monitor in flat setup

	Vertical Adjustment
	Readjustable along 33.5" column

	VESA Options
	
75 x 75
 100 x 100
 Call for additional VESA sizes

	Portrait to Landscape
	Yes

	Max Swivel (at Monitor)
	
Up to 90° depending on monitor size/tilt

	Monitor Tilt Range
	
+90° up, -45° down





 
  Drawings
 

CONNECT-22 DUAL-TIER, FOUR MONITOR HORIZONTAL ASSEMBLYY

[image: CONNECT-22 Specification drawing shows standard dual beams and four tilter mechanisms monitor stand perspective view]

Monitors are placed in a dual-tier, two-over-two configuration. Each row contains one 30 inch beam with two fully articulating monitor mounts called tilter mechanisms or tilter heads.
 





DUAL-TIER COLUMN ISOMETRIC AND FRONT VIEWS

[image: CONNECT-22 Specification drawing of standard double vertical column side and perspective view for mounting multiple monitors]

Static columns are used to mount the horizontal beams. Each beam can be placed anywhere along the column during installation. The Dual static column is 33.5 inches in height.
 




SINGLE-TIER SIDE VIEW WITH CLAMP MOUNT AND TILTER

[image: CONNECT-22 Specification drawing illustrates depths of components from side view Connect system]

The side view of the single tier configuration with the clamp mount assembly and the tilter mechanism show that the depth of the stand before the monitor is placed is 8.5 inches.
 









DUAL BEAM FRONT VIEW

[image: CONNECT-22 Specification drawing illustrates the maximum width between 2 VESA brackets on dual monitor beams]

The dual monitor setup places the two tilter mechanisms side by side anywhere along a 30 inch horizontal beam. In this configuration, the CONNECT-22 can accommodate monitors that each measure up to 28.5 inches wide in landscape orientation.
 





MAXIMUM MONITOR WIDTH WHEN FLAT

[image: CONNECT-22 Specification drawing shows standard dual monitor beam illustrating widest possible screens side by side]

The two-tier four monitor stand CONNECT-22 allows the maximum width of each monitor to be approximately 28.5 inches when they are in a flat alignment.
 





MAXIMUM MONITOR WIDTH WHEN CURVED

[image: CONNECT-22 Specification drawing shows standard quad monitor stand top view with screens angled maximally inward]

Many users like to have their monitors curved inwards. Angling the monitors of the two-tier CONNECT-22 inwards slightly reduces the maximum allowable width from 28.5 inches to around 27 inches compared to a flat configuration (assuming a 2 inch deep monitor).

 








  Accessories
          [image: 100x200mm Flat VESA Plate with Hardware]  
100x200mm Flat VESA Plate with Hardware
V12

The 100 x 200 mm VESA adaptor is compatible with certain larger monitors. It is used to attach the monitor to an Ergomart tilter head, present in all SAA, SA, and LS arms and mounts. If your monitor has a recessed VESA attachment point, you may also need an Ergomart VESA spacer kit, available below in the accessories tab.

 QTY:        $16.54    


    Add to Cart   

       [image: Front view of V22 200 x 200 mm VESA adapter plate for large computer monitors and TVs]  
200x200mm Flat VESA Plate with Hardware
This large VESA bracket is intended for mounting a monitor or TV with a 200x200 mm, 100x200 mm, or 120x180 mm hole pattern. The central hole patterns are 50x50 mm, 75x75 mm, and 100x100 mm, enabling this bracket to attach to the mounting location (e.g. an Ergomart Tilter Head) using a VESA 75/100 adaptor.

 QTY:        $22.05    


    Add to Cart   

       [image: Front view of V24 200 x 400 mm VESA adapter plate for very large computer monitors and TVs]  
200x400mm Flat VESA Plate with Hardware
The large 200x400 mm VESA adaptor plate supports 50 mm, 75 mm, 100 mm and 200 mm square patterns, as well as 100x200 mm, 120x180 mm, 200x300 mm and 200x400 mm rectangular patterns. In some cases an additional 75 or 100 mm VESA adaptor is needed to interface the 200 x 400 mm VESA plate to the mounting location.

 QTY:        $27.56    


    Add to Cart   

       [image: Front view of V46 extra large VESA adapter plate for extra large and heavy computer monitors and TVs]  
Heavy-Duty Mount Adapter Plate 100x300 to 400x600mm
The extra large MSU4X6 VESA adaptor bracket attaches to a wide range of VESA patterns from 100x300 mm up to 400x600 mm. The hole patterns on the central plate allow it to be mounted to tilter heads or wall mounts, often using an additional smaller VESA plate (e.g., 75 mm, 90 mm, 100 mm, 200 mm or 100x200 mm) in between.

 QTY:        $71.66    


    Add to Cart   

       [image: VESA 1/4-inch Spacer Kit]  
VESA 1/4-inch Spacer Kit
This VESA 1/4-Inch Spacer Kit allows monitors with VESA hole locations that are recessed by 1/4" or less to be attached to an Ergomart VESA plate.

 QTY:        $2.10    


    Add to Cart   

       [image: VESA 1/2-inch Spacer Kit]  
VESA 1/2-inch Spacer Kit
This VESA 1/2-Inch Spacer Kit allows monitors with VESA hole locations that are recessed by 1/2" or less to be attached to an Ergomart VESA plate.

 QTY:        $3.15    


    Add to Cart   




  Download
	 CONNECT Installation Instructions 


  FAQs
	
Are the static columns manually height adjustable?


Static columns are meant to be set to the desired height of use and left there. 
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           More Products You Might Find Interesting
 	        [image: Winston-E3 triple monitor workstation with compact size work surface]              SHIPS FREE        Triple Monitor Powered Sit-Stand Workstation       $1,473.98    
  


     
	        [image: DOR4 Dorian Quad monitor sit-stand workstation in high position front view]              SHIPS FREE        Dorian Multi-Monitor Workstation        $1,294.10     
  


     
	        [image: CMD2018 Dual Computer Monitor arm with two slidable tilter mechanisms supporting computer monitors on straight aluminum beam - tile]              MODULAR      SERIES-118        CMD2018 Dual Monitor Arm        From  $571.67   
 
  


     
	        [image: CONNECT multi monitor stand has two rows of four monitors on aluminum beams in a wrap around or arc formation with flag]                Connect Multi-Monitor Stand        From  $366.38   
 
  


     
	        [image: LS1512Q two-over-two quad monitor mount in black with ghosted monitors shown from an isometric view.]              MODULAR      SERIES-118        LS1512Q Quad Monitor Stand        From  $601.95   
 
  


     
	        [image: CONNECT-4 four monitor stand shown with beams oriented in a U shape wrapping monitors around user supported by single central column]                Connect-4 Four Monitor Stand        From  $669.47   
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